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uxury bedroom specialist And So To
Bed have collaborated with
Tytherington-based interior designer
Rachel Bates to create the stunning Hélène
bedstead, an exclusive piece which brings
together Rachel’s design flair with And So
To Bed’s craftsmanship skill.
The Hélène represents Rachel’s vision
of her dream bedstead. Throughout the
creative process Rachel was inspired by
both her love of antique furniture and the
Baroque and Rococo eras synonymous
with the Chateau de Versailles.

DESIGN REVIVAL
G-Plan Vintage is a collection inspired
by original pieces from G-Plan’s
mid-century archive and created in
collaboration with celebrated British
design team Hemingway Design.
This month, G-Plan have added a
fabulous new corner design to its
iconic Fifty-Nine range, inspired by a
collection first released in 1959.
In a range of rich shades of emerald,
topaz, copper, berry and flamingo and
in velvet, leather or soft cotton plus
four choices of show wood, the
angular sofas are bang on trend for
2016.
Arighi Bianchi, Macclesfield
arighibianchi.co.uk
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You can meet Rachel on 10 March
at House of Fraser Manchester, when,
along with Wayne Clark, Creative
Director of And So To Bed she will be
chatting about her fabulous bed and the
inspiration behind it. The Q&A session
will enable you to ask questions about
this and other beds in the And So To
Bed range and quiz Rachel about any
interior design challenges you may be
facing, all while sipping on fizz! Pop
along between 1pm – 2pm or 6pm-7pm
and be inspired.

Everyone loves a product with a good
story to tell. Launching their debut
collection for SS16, the team at The
People’s Emporium work with
talented individuals from the British
Isles, Europe, Africa and beyond to
create beautiful homewares for British
homes.
The People’s Emporium was born
out of a desire to know how and
where homewares products were
made. Between the two extremes
of mass production and smaller,
un-contemporary ‘ethnic’ looks,
Cheshire-based founders Laura
Fearnall and Claire Hamer-Stubbs
saw a gap in the market for
beautiful, highly contemporary
products that could be traced back
to the hands that made them.
thepeoplesemporium.co.uk

